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4 Channel Initiator statistics 
  
Up to MQ V7 the MQ channel initiator was just a kind of black-box from the available measurements 
point of view. No information was provided in MQ statistics and you could get indirect information 
about the channels activity only by summarizing the queue information provided by accounting trace 
class 3 in SMF 116 subtype 1 and 21. 
 
With MQ V8, channel initiator specific statistics are finally available. 
To produce them you need to activate the class 4 of the statistics trace. Statistics are collected at the 
interval set in the STATIME parameter so the overhead and the number of records produced can be 
considered as negligible. 
A lot of useful information are collected in the new subtype 231 of the SMF 115 record allowing you 
to analyse in detail the channel initiator activity. 
 
The schema in Figure 5 highlights the measured components, they are: 

 channels, 
 dispatcher tasks, 
 adapters tasks, 
 SSL tasks, 
 DNS task. 

 

 
Figure 5 

 
                                                 
1 Unfortunately many customers don’t activate this trace because of the potential overhead and number of SMF records 
produced. 
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4.1 Channels 
 
The most relevant information provided for channels and the correspondent SMF metric are: 

 current number of channels, QCCTNOCC; 
 max number of channels in the interval, QCCTMXCC; 
 current number of active channels, QCCTNOAC; 
 max number of active channels in the interval, QCCTMXAC;  
 current storage use for the CHINIT address space, QCCTSTUS. 

 
In Figure 6 you can see a comparison of the number of active channels in three MQ subsystems at a 
customer site2. The number of channels defined is the same but, as you can see the number of active 
channels is pretty different. 
 
You can also note that the statistics interval is 30 minutes (default) and it is not synchronized with 
the hour. It is strongly suggest to set STATIME to 0 to synchronize all the MQ statistics (and 
accounting) with the global SMF recording interval. 
 

 
Figure 6 

 
4.2 Dispatcher tasks 
 
Dispatcher tasks manage the communication between channels and adapters. By default 5 tasks are 
activated but customers can change their number by customizing the CHIDISPS parameter. 
 
Every channel is associated with a dispatcher; channels are distributed across all the dispatchers; the 
distribution is based on the MAXCHL parameter (default is 200). 
The first n channels, where n is calculated as the minimum of MAXCHL / CHIDISPS and 10, are 
associated with the first dispatcher task and so on until all the tasks are in use. The effect of this for 
small numbers of channels and a large MAXCHL is that channels are not evenly distributed across 
the dispatcher tasks. 
The recommendation is to set MAXCHL to the number of channels actually to be used. 
 
The most relevant information provided for dispatchers and the correspondent SMF metric are: 

 task number, QCTTSKN;  
 total number of requests, QCTREQN;  
 total CPU time used, QCTCPTM; 
 total elapsed time, QCTELTM;  
 total wait time, QCTWTTM; 
 number of channels running on this task, QCTCHLN. 

 
 
 

                                                 
2 Only the first 8 hours are shown to fit the page. 
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Figure 7 

 
In Figure 7 you can see a comparison of the total CPU and elapsed time spent on each dispatcher task. 
As you can see dispatchers not balanced because of the different load on the channels they manage. 
A dispatcher is used to send and receive data over a communications network, and this is not usually 
dependent on external events. So you should expect the elapsed time to be very close to the CPU 
time. If the elapsed time is much bigger it probably means that the channel initiator is delayed for 
CPU wait3. 
 
In Figure 8 you can see the busy percentage of each task calculated dividing the elapsed seconds by 
the interval seconds. 
 
%BUSY 
 

  
Figure 8 

 
Dispatcher tasks are CPU intensive so you should keep their percentage busy low, so that the time 
needed to find an available dispatcher is minimized. 
One task for each logical processor in the LPAR optimizes system performance.  
 
4.3 Adapter tasks 
 
Adapter tasks manage the communication between dispatchers and queue manager. By default 8 tasks 
are activated but customers can change their number by customizing the CHIADAPS parameter. 
 
The most relevant information provided for dispatchers and the correspondent SMF metric are4: 

 task number, QCTTSKN;  
 total number of requests, QCTREQN;  

                                                 
3 You can note that in this case the elapsed time is always slighter higher than the elapsed time. It may indicate some 
degree of parallelism or a not precise CPU accounting mechanism. 
4 These metrics are provided in different record sections for dispatchers, adapters, SSL and DNS tasks so the metrics 
names are always the same for each task type.  

Dispatcher token 00:13 00:43 01:13 01:43 02:12 02:42 03:12 03:42 04:12 04:42 05:12 05:42 06:12 06:42 07:11 07:41 08:11
007c12b0 0,12% 0,12% 0,12% 0,12% 0,12% 0,12% 0,12% 0,11% 0,11% 0,11% 0,11% 0,11% 0,11% 0,12% 0,12% 0,13% 0,13%

007c1540 0,09% 0,09% 0,10% 0,09% 0,09% 0,09% 0,09% 0,08% 0,08% 0,08% 0,08% 0,08% 0,08% 0,09% 0,09% 0,10% 0,10%

007c1cf0 0,06% 0,06% 0,06% 0,06% 0,06% 0,06% 0,06% 0,05% 0,05% 0,05% 0,05% 0,05% 0,05% 0,06% 0,06% 0,07% 0,06%

007c1a60 0,05% 0,05% 0,06% 0,06% 0,05% 0,05% 0,05% 0,05% 0,05% 0,05% 0,05% 0,05% 0,05% 0,05% 0,05% 0,06% 0,06%

007c17d0 0,05% 0,05% 0,06% 0,06% 0,05% 0,05% 0,05% 0,05% 0,05% 0,05% 0,05% 0,05% 0,05% 0,05% 0,05% 0,06% 0,06%
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 total CPU time used, QCTCPTM; 
 total elapsed time, QCTELTM;  
 total wait time, QCTWTTM. 

 

 
Figure 9 

 
In Figure 9 you can see a comparison of the total CPU and elapsed time spent on each adapter task. 
As you can see most of the activity is on the first task; this is normal because the first free adapter 
task is used (there is no tie to any adapter) and the load in our example is very light. 
 
An adapter is used to process MQ API requests on behalf of channels so you should expect the elapsed 
time to be greater than the CPU time especially if persistent messages are processed, with consequent 
logging activities, as in our example. 
 
In Figure 10 you can see the busy percentage of each task calculated dividing the elapsed seconds by 
the interval seconds. 
 

 
Figure 10 

 
About the right numbers of adapters, the following considerations apply: 

 if there is at least one adapter that has been little used (less than 1% busy) or not used you 
have enough adapters; 

 if all the adapters were used, you might need to allocate more adapters; 
 if all of the adapters are used and they are all busy for most of the interval, you need to allocate 

more adapters. 
 
 

Adapter token 00:13 00:43 01:13 01:43 02:12 02:42 03:12 03:42 04:12 04:42 05:12 05:42 06:12 06:42 07:11 07:41 08:11
007cae88 0,66% 0,68% 0,72% 0,67% 0,62% 0,78% 0,71% 0,65% 0,61% 0,74% 0,66% 0,66% 0,73% 0,69% 0,69% 0,80% 0,78%

007cacf0 0,05% 0,04% 0,07% 0,05% 0,04% 0,04% 0,06% 0,05% 0,03% 0,04% 0,04% 0,04% 0,03% 0,05% 0,05% 0,06% 0,06%

007caa60 0,01% 0,01% 0,01% 0,01% 0,01% 0,01% 0,01% 0,01% 0,00% 0,01% 0,01% 0,01% 0,01% 0,02% 0,01% 0,02% 0,01%

007ca8c8 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 0,01% 0,01%

007ca5b0 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 0,00%

007ca320 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 0,00%

007ca090 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 0,00%

007c9e88 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 0,00%
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4.4 SSL tasks 
 
SSL tasks are optional; they manage the encryption/decryption process to allow the queue manager 
to communicate securely with other queue manager or clients. 
SSL tasks issue SSL call5s on behalf of channels; they perform: 

 SSL handshake 
 Encryption / Decryption 

 
During the SSL handshake, and secret key negotiations, a crypto express card is used, if available. 
After the handshake completes and data begins to flow, data is encrypted/decrypted in the CPACF 
and the crypto express card is not used. 
 
The number of tasks to activate has to be set in the SSLTASKS parameter. 
 
The most relevant information provided for SSL tasks and the correspondent SMF metric are: 

 task number, QCTTSKN;  
 total number of requests, QCTREQN;  
 total CPU time used, QCTCPTM; 
 total elapsed time, QCTELTM;  
 total wait time, QCTWTTM. 

 

 
Figure 11 

 
In Figure 11 you can see a comparison of the total CPU and elapsed time spent on each SSL task.  
When a channel requests the use of SSL, it is tied to the first SSL task it chose; this affinity remains 
for the duration of the running channel instance. 
 
The elapsed time should be very close to the CPU time. If it is significantly higher it may indicate the 
coprocessors are over utilized. 
 
In Figure 12 you can see the busy percentage of each task calculated dividing the elapsed seconds by 
the interval seconds. 
 
 
                                                 
5 MQ supports both the Secure Sockets Layer (SSL) protocol and the Transport Layer Security (TLS) protocol. 
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Figure 12 

 
If all the SSL tasks are busy for a significant proportion of the interval and the elapsed time is close 
to the CPU time you should increase their number. 
If the elapsed time is much higher than the CPU, increasing the number of SSL tasks might provide 
very little, if any, benefits. 
 
4.5 DNS task 
 
There is only one DNS task. 
It is used when a channel starts, to convert an output connection name to an IP address, and from an 
input IP address to a connection name. 
 
The most relevant information provided for the DNS task and the correspondent SMF metric are: 

 task number, QCTTSKN;  
 total number of requests, QCTREQN;  
 total CPU time used, QCTCPTM; 
 total elapsed time, QCTELTM;  
 total wait time, QCTWTTM. 

 
The number of DNS requests are normally not very high and they should be very quick, in the order 
of few microseconds. 
If the elapsed time is significantly more than the CPU time used, you should check where the DNS 
task has to go to look up a value. 
 
As for dispatchers, adapters and SSL tasks you can calculate the busy percentage of the DNS task 
dividing the elapsed seconds by the interval seconds. 
 
If the DNS task busy is higher than 25% you should investigate the reasons of such utilization.  
  

SSL token 00:13 00:43 01:13 01:43 02:12 02:42 03:12 03:42 04:12 04:42 05:12 05:42 06:12 06:42 07:11 07:41 08:11
007c6190 0,02% 0,02% 0,02% 0,02% 0,02% 0,02% 0,02% 0,02% 0,02% 0,02% 0,02% 0,02% 0,02% 0,02% 0,02% 0,02% 0,02%

007c7988 0,02% 0,02% 0,02% 0,02% 0,02% 0,02% 0,02% 0,02% 0,02% 0,02% 0,02% 0,02% 0,02% 0,02% 0,02% 0,02% 0,02%

007c7120 0,02% 0,01% 0,02% 0,02% 0,01% 0,01% 0,01% 0,01% 0,01% 0,01% 0,01% 0,01% 0,01% 0,02% 0,02% 0,02% 0,02%

007c2488 0,02% 0,01% 0,01% 0,01% 0,01% 0,01% 0,01% 0,01% 0,01% 0,01% 0,01% 0,01% 0,01% 0,01% 0,01% 0,02% 0,02%

007c7658 0,01% 0,01% 0,01% 0,01% 0,01% 0,01% 0,01% 0,01% 0,01% 0,01% 0,01% 0,01% 0,01% 0,01% 0,01% 0,02% 0,02%
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5 Channel initiator accounting 
 
With MQ V8, channel initiator accounting information, similar to what you can get with the 
DISPLAY CHSTATUS command, are also available. 
To produce them you need to activate the class 4 of the accounting trace and allow data collection in 
the STATCHL attribute on queue manager and channel definitions6. 
 
Accounting information is collected, for each channel, at the interval set in the STATIME parameter 
if the channel is active or when the channel ends. The overhead and the number of record produced 
is normally very low7. 
 
Much useful information is collected in the new subtype 10 of the SMF 116 record allowing you to 
analyze in detail each channel’s activity.  
 
The most relevant metrics can be classified as: 

 Identification and status; 
 Throughput; 
 Batch effectiveness; 
 Performance. 

 
Identification and status: 

 Channel name, QCSTCHNM; 
 Connection name, QCSTCNNM; 
 Channel disposition, QCSTCHDP; 
 Channel type, QCSTCHTY; 
 Channel state, QCSTCHST; 
 STATCHL value, QCSTSTCL; 
 Name of the remote queue manager or application, QCSTRQMN; 
 Channel dispatcher number, QCSTDSPN. 

 
Timestamps: 

 Channel started time, QCSTSTRT; 
 Channel stopped time, QCSTLUDT; 
 Channel status collected time, QCSTCLTM; 
 Last message time, QCSTLMST. 

 
Throughput: 

 Number of messages or MQI calls, QCSTNMSG; 
 Number of persistent messages, QCSTNPMG; 
 Number of bytes for message data, QCSTNBYT; 
 Number of bytes for persistent message data, QCSTNPBY; 
 Number of bytes received for both message data and control information, QCSTBYRC; 
 Number of bytes sent for both message data and control information, QCSTBYST; 

                                                 
6 For client channels, you must set STATCHL at the queue manager level. For automatically defined cluster sender 
channels, you must set STATACLS. 
7 Short running client connections can produce many more records; one will be cut when the client disconnects.  
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 Number of transmission buffers received, QCSTBFRC; 
 Number of transmission buffers sent, QCSTBFST; 
 Compression rate, QCSTCPRA. 

 
Batch effectiveness 

 Number of batches, QCSTBATC;   
 Number of full batches, QCSTFUBA; 
 Channel batch size, QCSTCBSZ. 

 
Performance: 

 Average network time, QCSTNTAV; 
 Maximum network time, QCSTNTMX; 
 Average time on exit, QCSTETAV; 
 Maximum time on exit, QCSTETMX. 

 

6 Summary 
 
Many new metrics have been provided in SMF 115 and 116 records with the most recent versions of 
MQ (V8 and V9). 
They will allow a much better control of the MQ environment especially when large numbers of 
messages are exchanged between remote queue managers.   


